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Dear ,

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the future of Aliso Canyon Storage Field. I understand how
important this issue is to you and the communities in the area.

My focus as California’s State Oil and Gas Supervisor is ensuring the safety of the public and environment.
Experienced engineers and geologists from the Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources (Division)
have spent most of 2016 overseeing well integrity testing at the Aliso Canyon facility. They are conducting
a comprehensive safety analysis of the wells and overall operations.

The Division’s independent site inspections and review of Southern California Gas’s testing -- in
consultation with the Lawrence Livermore, Lawrence Berkeley and Sandia national laboratories (National
Labs) -- require significant time, effort, and additional data from SCG, and will not be complete before the
end of 2016. Therefore, the public meeting will not occur before the New Year.
The Division is also working closely with several state agencies, including the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) and the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to ensure a thorough review. The
moratorium on injection remains in place.

Under requirements set forth in Senate Bill 380, all the wells at the facility must either pass a rigorous
series of tests, be isolated from the reservoir and temporarily taken out of service, or be permanently
plugged and abandoned. Independent experts from the National Labs are working in partnership with the
Division throughout the safety review process at Aliso Canyon. These independent experts validated the
testing requirements issued to Southern California Gas.

Additional steps remain before a decision is made about whether the field is safe and injection can resume:

The Division must confirm through inspection that the Aliso Canyon facility is in compliance with
all the conditions set forth in Senate Bill 380; the state’s emergency regulations for underground gas
storage; and the State Oil and Gas Supervisor’s Formal Order 1109 for Aliso Canyon, all of which
are intended to ensure the protection of public health and safety as well as the environment. The
CPUC and CARB are part of this process. 
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A number of elements are in place to evaluate safety at Aliso Canyon.  In addition to the well testing,
the Division and CPUC directed Southern California Gas to conduct a broader safety evaluation at its
storage field. 

 Before any decision is made, the Division will issue the findings of its comprehensive safety review
and hold a public meeting in the local community. This meeting will provide you and your neighbors
an opportunity to respond to the findings of the safety review. (As indicated above, this will not take
place before the end of 2016.) 

If the CPUC and the Division concur that injection can safely resume at Aliso Canyon, the Division
will issue a Project Approval Letter (PAL). The PAL will set the conditions and limits under which
injection may resume. Per SB 380 requirements, operations may occur only within a range of
pressures designated by state regulators in consultation with the National Laboratories.

The Division will give all interested parties at least 15 days’ notice of the public meeting. Your name has
been added to the notification list.

SB 380 directs the CPUC to determine the feasibility of minimizing or eliminating use of the Aliso Canyon
Storage Field while still maintaining energy and electric reliability for the region. The CPUC will begin a
public process for this requirement in 2017. This requirement is not associated with the Division’s public
meeting on the safety of the facility. 

The Aliso Canyon emergency prompted California to develop one of the strongest regulatory environments
for the operation of natural gas storage facilities in the country. Statewide, every individual well located in
a natural gas storage field will undergo a comprehensive set of safety testing and be subject to ongoing
monitoring protocols. These aggressive safety procedures will protect the public and our environment now
and in the future.

I understand the Aliso Canyon leak and response has been a long, stressful ordeal for many in your
community. I thank you for your patience and cooperation as we work to complete our safety review.

Sincerely,

Kenneth A. Harris Jr.,
State Oil and Gas Supervisor
Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources 
Department of Conservation 
801 K Street, MS 24-02 
Sacramento, CA 95814
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